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Introduction 
 

Welcome to the world of mokuhanga! You are 

joining a long line of artists and craftspeople, 

both Japanese and Western, who have learned 

or are learning this fabulous technique. 

 

This workshop is intended to give you the basic 

grounding and knowledge with which you can 

go on and produce your own work. The 

techniques you learn are a blend of traditional 

techniques developed and practiced for 

hundreds of years in Japan, and newer techniques using modern adaptions or materials. We are 

learning “Sosaku Hanga”, that is the artist does every stage of the work. 

 

There is no absolute right or wrong mokuhanga technique, many different ways to achieve results 

have been used – the end result is what we see and what counts for the viewer of your artwork. 

Having said that, techniques can be used in the wrong way giving less than perfect results. This 

workshop gives you the opportunity to have advice from an experienced and skilled practitioner that 

helps you avoid common mistakes. (I’ve made them all myself!) It may also help you make sense of 

the range of information already out there, which can be confusing. 

 

Materials you will need 
You will need a small range of materials and equipment, some of which you are likely to have, some 

that will be readily available and some you may need to purchase from specialist suppliers. You can 

find a short list of suppliers at the end of this introduction, and you may already know of some 

yourselves. The great thing about this technique is that your materials and tools can be relatively 

inexpensive and take up little room. You can produce great work in the space you have at home. 

 

General Supplies Mokuhanga Supplies 

Drawing paper Any paper will do to 
make your design 

Wood for carving Appropriate wood 
blocks for an A5 print. 
6mm Shina 225mm x 
150mm 
recommended 

Pencils, ruler and 
eraser 

Anything is ok, we will 
need a hard pencil H2 
or similar as well as a 
softer one. 

Carving tools A simple set, 
Michihamono 7 tool 
“Woody” set 
recommended 

Tracing paper / film Heavy tracing paper, 
or Polyfilm / Frosted 
Mylar 

Brushes for printing 15mm or 20mm hake 
And 60mm burashi 
recommended 



Carbon paper Double sided is best 
sided 

Baren Beginners baren, 
Michihamono plastic 
baren, Kurosaki plastic 
baren or similar 

Newsprint / old 
newspaper 

Any clean paper is ok. Printmaking Paper A5 proof paper 6 to 8 
sheets and A5 washi, 
up to 18 pieces 
 

Small containers Small, lidded 
containers for mixing 
and storing colours 
and glue 

Optional  

Short brushes Short handled, 
ordinary brushes 
(hogs hair or similar) 
for mixing colours 

Pigment paste Pigment paste for 
bold. Bright colours 

Gouache Gouache, 
watercolour, or similar 
non-permanent 
water-based pigments 

Nori (starch paste) Commercial nori 

Starch glue Any starch glue. 
Instructions to make 
some are provided 

  

Spray bottle Clean spray bottle for 
water 

  

Brush A wide, soft brush for 
dampening paper 

  

Plastic bag For holding dampened 
paper 

  

  

More information about these is at the end of this introduction. 

 

About the workshop 
These notes have been written to supplement the videos and other 

resources on the online workshop, but can also be used as stand-alone 

instructions. The online resources demonstrate in much more detail how 

to do things, and are the next best thing to studying directly with a good 

teacher.  

 

The content of the workshop is based on our experiences teaching a large 

number of students in workshops, and covers the same ground as these 

situations, but with more detail. Your great advantage is that you don’t 

have limited time like a weekend workshop. In our residencies we cover 

the same material as this workshop in a student’s first project, often taking a week to do so. 

 



The workshop has been structured in stages, where each unit is a particular stage in the process and 

forms the foundation for the next. You can skip ahead to see what you will be doing, but in practical 

terms you generally won’t be able to do the work until you have completed the previous unit. 

 

Our aim is to produce the most comprehensive and best mokuhanga learning resources available 

yet! There are a few good books, but in my opinion, they are all difficult to really learn from. My own 

experience with learning from books and then from an experienced teacher showed me the value of 

specific teaching about all facets of the technique. Most books have a general overview of the whole 

technique, with less detail. This workshop goes into details about the fundamental skills you will 

need to build further progress on. 

 

Workshop Units 
• Introduction – covers what you are reading here 

• Design, Tracing and Transfer – making your design and transferring it to woodblocks. About wood 
for mokuhanga 

• Carving first stage – Carving tools for mokuhanga and using the knife tool to make our first cuts 

• Carving second stage – Using gouges to carve a clear area around the colour areas on our blocks 

• Carving finishing – Finishing the channels from stage 2 and cutting registration 

• Paper – Understanding papers, washi and preparing paper for printing 

• Preparation for printing – Introduction to the printing tools, mixing colours and setting up your 
printing area 

• Printing proof prints – Introduction to basic printing, including bokashi. Common problems, fixing 
and improving the blocks and colours, second proof print. 

• Printing your edition – Printing a small edition on washi and drying your prints 

• Key block – carving and printing a key block 

• Gomazuri – introducing this printing technique 

• Further steps – building on what you have already accomplished.  
 

You can choose to use and follow the design we’ve made to 

demonstrate this workshop. It’s designed to be simple enough, 

give you core skills and be interesting and hopefully beautiful. You 

can also choose to make your own design using the instructions 

given. 

 

 

 

 



Accessing the units 
On the website you will see the “Online Learning” menu item. Under this is a login item. Click there 

to log in and enter your details. 

You will see new items on the menu:  

My Online Workshop – this is where the online workshop materials are. The first page lists all the 

units, with a link to each unit. Each unit has a separate page, with videos and other resources. 

Students – this is an older section with some materials and links for workshop students. Feel free to 

access this 

Log Out – click here to log out when you are finishing your session. 

You can browse any of the units, however they follow the logical sequence which you would follow 

to produce your print. Feel free to download and print any of the notes to keep. 

 

 

 

All the material is also available on your mobile device. 

  



Mokuhanga Context 

A little about Ukiyo-e 
Ukiyo-e (“Pictures of the Floating World”) is a generic term for a period form of woodblock print. An 

analogy is Impressionism and Oil painting, Ukiyo-e is a style / period like Impressionism, mokuhanga 

is a technique, like Oil Painting.  

 

 
 

Most people recognise this print, it is 
easily the most famous woodblock 
print in the world! Many people also 
know the artist was Hokusai. 
Most people don’t know that Hokusai 
and other similar woodblock artists 
didn’t actually make the prints at all. 
They were part of a team of people 
making all kinds of printed material in 
Edo period Japan.  
 

 
The team were managed by a publisher 
who owned and sold the prints. The 
artist, woodcarver and printer were 
separate people who specialised in their 
skill. Teams of artisans worked together 
to produce these beautiful prints quickly 
and cheaply. 
  
 Kunisada’s entertaining image of the workers! 

The point of telling you this, is that you can’t compare your noble efforts as a beginner to the highly 

skilled professionals, with long training, supported by teams and systems to focus on their particular 

skill, and what they could produce. It’s great to imagine that you will make something like Hokusai’s 

wave, but it will take you years of practice to get the skill. It’s better to understand and admire the 

wonderful skills of these mostly anonymous craftspeople and step by step produce your own unique 

artwork, that will have its own admirable properties. 

 

Contemporary Mokuhanga in Japan 
Mokuhanga is three Chinese characters: 木版画 which mean wood+board+picture, and is one word 

in Japanese. (Please don’t say and write Moku Hanga..) 

The same system of collaboration between skilled craftspeople that produced Ukiyo-e still exists in 

Japan, but it’s relatively rare. Some organisations exist to re-produce Ukiyo-e and do so to the 

highest standards. Individuals also work as contractors either as carvers, printers or both. These 

individuals or organisations also produce modern designs by contemporary artists or designers. 

Contemporary artists produce a range mokuhanga, either as self-taught, university trained or having 

learned from a private teacher. Many people make a nengajou (New Year card) as a hobby each 



year. There are also quite a few craft-oriented books available in Japanese as well. These artworks 

range from high-level prints, experimental contemporary work, quirky original works, through to 

crafty images. One of the great things about visiting Japan and especially living here, is that you have 

the opportunity to see many wonderful exhibitions. 

Around the world 

In the last ten years availability of teachers, materials and resources has grown and there are many 

practitioners all over the world. Over the years a lot of printmakers have travelled to Japan to learn 

fundamental skills to incorporate into their practice. There is a strong interest in the technique as it 

offers so much, however it is still difficult to find opportunities that don’t involve travel. That’s one 

reason we’ve put together this online workshop. 

 

About this technique 
Mokuhanga requires a sensitivity to materials, concentration and vigilance of the changing 

conditions of your materials. Success depends on learning a variety of skills, which realistically takes 

some time, repetition and practice. Every workshop when students are starting their first ever print, 

I say “Don’t be disappointed that you are disappointed!” It’s great to have high expectations, 

however in reality it takes repetition and practice over many projects to master this technique (is 

that different from other techniques?). Take your time and use the resources to guide you, I’m sure 

you will have good prints at the end. At the same time, it’s really helpful to think of your first project 

just as a learning experience. 

 

I look forward to seeing your future mokuhanga! 

Terry McKenna 

Karuizawa Mokuhanga School 2020 

 

  



Printing Tools and Preparing for Printing (sample… pg 65 & 66 of manual) 

 

 

In this unit we will introduce the main printing tools and give a description of their use. We will set 

up our printing area so that it is both ready for printing and is using the space well. Use this unit 

mostly to learn about the printing tools, actual setting up should be done just before you are ready 

to print. 

Before you start 

Your blocks should all be carved and your paper cut. If you are intending to print now, your paper 

should already have been dampened several hours previously. 

 

Baren 
The baren is the essential mokuhanga tool and is what sets 

it apart from other forms of printmaking. It is a 

wonderfully simple but highly flexible tool that allows a 

huge variety of sophisticated effects and results. Hiroshi 

Yoshida called it “The soul of the printmaker” 

There are a number of types of baren and the professional 

mokuhanga printer has a range for different applications. 

The difference between them is the amount of pressure 



that each naturally provides due to its materials and construction. The baren guide below shows 

some of the baren available, and the difference between them. A baren has small knobs or lumps 

that provide points of pressure on the paper as we move it. This forces the paper against the 

woodblock and then forces the pigment into the paper. Baren with more pronounced knobs / lumps 

naturally provide heavier pressure in printing. 

We want to use a baren with lighter pressure for lines, small areas, thin paper and delicate work. 

The larger the area, thicker the paper we progressively want a stronger baren. 

 

The underside of a Kurosaki plastic baren. You 

can clearly see the small knobs that provide 

pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This is the coil inside a traditional baren. The 

bamboo sheath cover has been removed for 

replacement. 

 

The one on the left is a Michihamono Sosaku 

Sumi baren and the one on the right is their 

Sosaku Beta baren. You can see the difference 

in the size of the knobs in the coil. The beta 

baren, having larger more pronounced knobs 

gives significantly more pressure. 

 

 

 

 

Parts of a traditional baren. 


